Professor of Medicine Desiré
Dubounet Bio

Desiré Dubounet is indeed one of the most accomplished and versatile people in the world today. Her
accomplishments are of legend status, her expertise is expansive, and provocative manner is most
interesting to say the least. An extremely controversial character deserves a chance to tell the truth of
her background and experience. Her work as an International Lawyer, Professor of Medicine, Quantum
Biologist, Award winning Movie Maker, TV Star, Actress, Singer, Pin-up Girl, Song Writer, Scientist and
more is quite expansive. Desiré Dubounet has 4 children, Daniel Perseverance, Kara Positivity Bliss,
Destiny Patience, and Sterling Precision Nelson.
Early Life:
Desiré Dubounet, born 6-19-1951 in Warren, Ohio as William Nelson, has become the most prolific
writer and defender of Natural Medicine. Her early life has been documented in a Full length movie
“Intellect is the final frontier, Story of Desi's Youth”.
Some of her earliest research is published in an internationally recognized, and registered peer review
medical journal. She worked on the Apollo project as an electrical engineer for AC Electronics in 1969.
Desiré has worked with several scientists including Nobel Prize winners and nominees Hans Selye, Albert
St Gyorgi, Roger Sperry, and William Fowler. Desiré went to Pakistan in 1986 to open up natural
medicine. Desiré has had a remarkable and yet controversial life of challenge and heroism.
As we can see from this picture from the FDA case notes, Desire’ was nominated for the Nobel Prize in
Medicine several times. She was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Economics for this work ‘PRINT
MONEY for the POOR’ and we see the story in this movie “Print Money for the Poor, to Trickle up to the
Rich”.
You can better review her unconventional educational background, bizarre lifestyle, downright weird
work history and the eccentricities of a true genius item by item in Desi’s CV.
Champion for Natural Medicine

Desiré has been a controversial provocative champion for freedom of choice and truth in medicine. In
1992 Desiré got Homeopathy to be legal real medicine in Hungary when she offered a course in
Homeopathy for Semmelweis Medical University. Working with the Hungarian doctor Hans Selye to find
that Stress is the main cause of disease.
Desiré wrote a 510k thesis to get acupuncture needles registered as medical equipment in America.
Desiré was wrongfully and maliciously attacked for this. She won this battle, acupuncture needles were
registered in 1996, but the FDA still harbors a grudge. The Ultra-Rich controlled media also attacks her.
Desiré Dubounet Saves Natural+ Energetic Medicine with Research + Evidence-Based Validation. Desiré
was trained in mathematics, quantum biology and statistics and she was one of the few people with
enough background, dedication and skill to value evidence and to seek and or supervise research to
validate natural medicine. Since natural medicine does not have patents to protect it is hard to attract
investors. But as Victor Hugo once said “an Idea whose time has come is more powerful than all the
armies”. And in a time where the drugs have failed, Natural Medicine is an idea whose time has come.
For a graphic idea of Desi’ life Pre-2012 see the book of the angel.
Fight against the Corporate Greed
Desiré has always valued humanity and struggled against the greed and psychopathology of major
corporations. When she published the PROMORPHEOUS (a treatise on Quantum Biology) in the Library
of Congress, she had established a proof that a Synthetic anything is an Insult to the body. Desiré said
“Synthetic is SINthetic”. We can separate things made by nature from things made by man. No one
would think a 2010 Chevy is made by nature. Patent law makes it clear what is natural vs manmade. By
definition you only get a patent by proving your new chemical is not of nature and that you made it not
nature. Bush sells America to the Drug Companies and there is a constant fight to preserve freedom of
choice.
The most dangerous thing you could do to a child is to get them addicted to cigarettes. This takes some
15 years away from life (Constituting Manslaughter), robs almost $400,000 dollars out of the pocket
during the child’s life (Constituting Theft) amongst over damages, not to even mention deterioration of
health which is the greatest suffering. And yet no one has ever been prosecuted for ‘reckless
endangerment’ or ‘willful neglect’ for participation in allowing a child to become addicted. And
everywhere in the world on streets everywhere we see this number one crime of reckless
endangerment against children. Desiré has written extensively about this problem of evil tobacco.
Today we face the possible extinction of the human race from global warming. The process of digging
for oil generates CO2 and eats up O2 with every step. Rudolph Diesel saw the mounting problem and
how so-called fossil fuels were causing financial dominance and climate destruction. So Diesel made his
diesel engine to operate on peanut or vegetable oil, which every farmer could grow on his farm to make
fuel for his tractor and his car. This has been buried and Desire has fought to tell the story to save the
world from CO2 gases.
Sugar cane was first only found in Persia 4 or 5 hundred years before Christ. Its use weakened the
armies of the Persians who were then easily defeated by Alexander the Great. As sugar spreads
throughout the world it leaves behind slavery, mental decay. disease, tooth decay, death. Today sugar is

the world’s largest cash crop and exposure of sugar disease capacities is difficult. Desiré exposes the
risks of BIG Sugar to health and vitality. And Desiré then is a risk to Big Sugar’s wealth and vitality.
There was greed and corruption in traditional medicine, and there is fraud and deception in alternative
medicine. Muscle testing for remedies was proven fraudulent. Several remedies and devices were
proven chicanery. There needed to be some truth and exposure of the charlatans. Desiré helped a team
of German Lawyers, Scientists Doctors in 2011 to found and to design WHPRS the first independent
buyer advice consumer reports agency for Alternative Medical Devices. Desiré has also helped a team of
Balkan investigative reporters develop and maintain the Medical Expose’ site to publish expose’ stories.
Movie Making, Acting, Photo-Model, Singing Career:
Desiré has made over 50 full length films some are listed on her Desiré Dubounet IMDB – Desiré has
worked as a photo-model and she ran a very popular night club for years in Budapest.
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/DesirePosters/%5E8046DB68139E0284A4C0B9AF45D
072F902DC70A19246F212BA%5Epimgpsh_fullsize_distr.jpg
Desiré Dubounet, the famous TV and Movie Star of Hungary has performed all over the world with a
Hungarian band called the HUNZ and a movie production company.
The Blood fever virus of Dracula, the Greatest Sin Trillogy, Natural Medicine Trilogy(Water, Wine,
Homeopathy, Sworn on the Altar, Healer), the War Crimes Trial of Harry Truman, Dracu, The Story of

****., Naked Prey, Return to the Garden, Story of**** , Cat, Equal Economic Education, Illuminati,
Illuminati 2 Desi vs the Aliens, REVELATIONS the Movie, What are you Afraid of 1, What are you Afraid of
2, Quantum Limits, Chess, Lizard Movie, Phoenix and many other movies make Desire’ one of the most
prolific controversial movie producers ever. Desiré’s Courage to Think with the Big Head Not the Little
(Dick) Head helped the world to see the dangers that face us.
There used to be Protest Songs and Protest Movies, Desi still makes them to help the world
Exposure of the Ultra-Rich:
Desiré was integral in breaking up the pedophile gangs as we see in Greatest Sin and the movies about
the Ultra-Rich Pedophile gang and Marc Dutroux.
Richest 1% to own more than half world's wealth and perhaps a new True Democracy a Computer Party
might be one way to restore balance. But education is not good and education is so unequal. Desiré
Dubounet found that Bigotry can be weakened by Equal Economic Education.
There is indeed a group of Ultra-Rich who seek power of the minds and finances of the world’s people.
Desiré has been dedicated to finding ways to deal with such threats. This movie on WHAT TO DO can
sum it up.
Inventor and Scientist:
Desiré’s earliest research heralded her scientific prowess. Desiré has several copyrights, patents and
trademarks and has written law books on the subject of intellectual property.
When in 1982 Quantum Scientist Desiré published the PROMORPHEOUS -- (a treatise on Quantum
Biology used in this medical university course) she became one of the quantum pioneers in Quantum

Healing. Her work and dedication to seek validation and verification has made enemies of the natural
medicine charlatans falsely touting quantum education. Desiré was University trained in mathematics,
quantum biology and statistics. This helped her develop the original Quantum Computers the first
Quantum software computer-- the QXCI
Desiré scientifically developed the science of VARHOPE, TVEP, GSRtDCs and others innovations to make
the EPFX, QXCI, SCIO, and now the Eductor. Here are the history of the peer reviewed medical
supervised validated research medical claims registered and validated by the regulators in our clinical
evaluation. Validation and Verification needs to be taught in medical schools.
Desiré developed the QQC voltammetric ‘Electronic Tongue’ as described here in Medication Testing,
Fraud vs Success of Electroceuticals by Brad Vee Johnson. Voltammetry allows a true vision of
interacting with the body electro-sense.
Desiré developed the Virtual Reality Interaction in 1995 and it developed into the CyberMagneticTM
Chair. This device allows a magnetic treatment cybernetic loop to stimulate music healing as we see in
‘Making Music into Every Cell of the Body’.
Desiré pioneered an electro-charging system of performance enhancement system as introduced here in
Charging the Body Electric. Clinical research has shown the GSRtDCs system to be able to enhance sport,
school, memory, sport injury recovery, Alzheimer’s, and a host of other performance factors.
And Desiré shocked and challenged the world of science with an idea based on the mind of a child. She
propositioned that there might be no limits and have a universe that is Infinity to the Power of Infinity.
Humor, Sugar Coated and Karma Doctor
Desiré Dubounet has trademarked the phrase Sugar Coated MessageTM for the World. And on the
SugarCoated website she offers the world a comic yet harsh advice. She also trademarked the word
HumoropathyTM Doctor - Professor Desiré Dubounet tries to help doctors find that sometimes laughter
is very good medicine.
There is too much greed in the world and there is an overvalue of money as the only god. Prof Desiré
Dubounet has developed a new currency, the Karma Pay Plan to help Revolutionize the World and free
us from the hold of greed.
As a Spiritual leader Desiré has written extensively on comparative religion trying to find the common
denominators of belief and ways of being, Rather than senseless bickering on the trivia.
Name and Gender Rating Change:
Desiré born both sexes, legally changed her name and gender rating from William Nelson to Desiré
Dubounet, female first in 2002 in England. Then she changed her name in America with her American
federal voter’s registration, her Ohio medical records and her Mexican travel Visa. The list of her name
change validation is vast, but the American Embassy does not honor the changes as they are legally
required to do so. A possible conspiracy to deprive Desi of her rights might be in the wind. There are
small minds everywhere judging people, fighting against change, hurting people for greed and exercising
bigotry.
Author and Editor:

Prof of Medicine Desiré Dubounet is the most Published Naturopath in History. Desiré has authored or
edited over 100 medical journals, over 1000 medical articles, hundreds of other misc topic articles, and
over 400 books and textbooks. Her writing skills are indeed extraordinary.
Desiré Author Editor of Vast Natural Medicine Library with non-drug treatments for most all diseases.
People who do not want to be forced to take SINthetic drugs or other SINthetic patented chemicals
need to be able to see an evidenced based natural medicine. The field of energetic medicine needed a
research based library to validate and verify the art. Desire helped to form the International Journal of
the Medical Science of Homeopathy, Naturopathy and Energetic Medicine (IJMSHNEM). The IJMSHNEM
was founded over 20 years ago as a peer reviewed medical journal. It has been legitimately registered,
medical doctor recognized, internationally accredited, American Accredited, officially recorded with
International Library ISSN numbers ISSN 1417-0876, + 2041-4293, and unchallenged for over 20 years.
Over 110 journals have been published by 2016 to show the evidence and validation of Homeopathy,
Naturopathy and Energetic Medicine.
The IMUNE Library has hundreds of books validating, verifying and discussing the topic of natural
medicine. Desiré has also helped a team of Balkan investigative reporters develop and maintain the
Medical Expose’ site as a contributing editor. Desiré has also developed a system of apps for medical
problems.
Professor of Medicine:
Desiré is an International Licensed Medical Doctor and was a licensed health care practitioner in
America as a LPCC Licensed Clinical Counselor in the state of Ohio equal to a Psychologist.
Now Desiré is a professor of medicine teaching for the recognized IMUNE. Carl Jung made several Swiss
Charters for International Teaching and Research Institutions. Desiré bought one of these charters from
Carl Jung’s daughter Gret in 1995. So here we can see the History of IMUNE. Desiré Dubounet helps to
make IMUNE in 1996. IMUNE is legitimately registered, medical doctor recognized, internationally
accredited, and American Accredited. IMUNE is recognized as a prestigious Medical University by the
Romanian Ministry of Medicine.
Desiré wants to develop IMUNE to be the best medical university in the world. The quality and quantity
of medical info and training is the best. Here is a list of the courses from IMUNE.
Persecution, Rumors and Lies about Desiré:
When Desiré offered a proof that SINthetics are in Insult to the Body, she became unfavorable to the
Ultra-Rich Chemical Cartel. When she proved there was fraud in Alternative Medicine and that Muscle
Testing for Remedies was fraud, she became quite unpopular with the Alternative Medical Community.
Rumors, innuendos and outright lies were made to distract attention from her work. This results in small
minded malicious attacks and misunderstandings. CBS forgets fact checking and prints 4 major CBS lies.
CBC makes bad journalism and does not print the whole story, and you should watch the CDC retort to
understand both sides. Quackwatch has a negative reputation of attacking any natural medicine as they
get funding from the FDA and protect the SINthetic chemical companies. And if anyone is still reading
Quackwatch they should read the other side or the responses before passing judgements.

There is Proof the media lies to you and we can see how the United States Violates Human Rights of
Transgender Scientist. Threats of wrongful detention and unfair prosecution need to be resolved.
Desiré Dubounet has had a profound effect on the world and she continues to fight for freedom. Desiré
Dubounet has been wrongfully and maliciously attacked and slandered, perhaps her struggle will be
successful someday. The fight against greed and secret societies has a Champion in Desiré Dubounet.
References: (of course to list all of Desire’s publications would take too much space, but
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